Purpose -The assessment of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) in childhood has two essential aspects: the identification of the risk (under 30 months of age) and the definition of a diagnosis that takes into account its core areas as well as further non-specific aspects. The purpose of this paper is to present an approach that considers the combination of clinical evaluation with the use of tools that analyse the various levels of the child's functioning as fundamental. Design/methodology/approach -The comprehensive assessment at the Institute of Ortofonologia in Rome provides the ADOS-2 and the Leiter-R for the evaluation of the symptomatology, the severity level, the non-verbal cognitive functioning and the fluid reasoning; the TCE and the UOI are used to identify, respectively, the child's emotional skills and the ability to understand the intentions of others, as precursors of the theory of mind. Within this assessment, the Brief-P, the Short Sensory Profile and the RBS are also included for the evaluation of executive functions, sensory pattern and of restricted and repetitive behaviours, as observed by parents. Findings -How to define a reliable development profile, which allows to plan a specific intervention calibrated on the potential of the child and on his development trajectory, is described. Two clinical cases are also presented. Originality/value -The entire process is aimed both at a detailed assessment of the child's functioning and at identifying a specific therapeutic project and predictive factors for achieving an optimal outcome.
areas, there is a compromise of the embodied simulation mechanisms, that is of those imitative behaviours of the body that allow to give an experiential content to one's own and others' emotions Gallese, 2001 Gallese, , 2006 Gallese, , 2014 Gallese and Rochat, 2018; Vulcan, 2016) . Identifying in autistic children this emotional response, which can also be defined as emotional contagion, makes it possible to shift the therapeutic focus from the reduction of behavioural symptoms to the promotion of his emotional regulation skills. These characteristic aspects of autism, often make the assessment very complex both for the sensory component, which prevents or strongly limits the use of many diagnostic tools, and for the heterogeneity of the levels of social and cognitive functioning that we can find in autism, this based on the symptomatic severity and intensity of stereotyped and sensory seeking behaviours. In addition, the reading of child's behaviour should not be limited to evaluations with tests but enhanced by careful clinical observations that allow a better understanding of communicative and relational difficulties present and favour the search for that zone of proximal development (Vygotskjy, 1934) , where can be placed the therapeutic intervention that respects the individuality of each child.
The definition of the diagnostic framework must respond to recognized symptomatic criteria and at the same time highlight the potentialities that, together with the deficit areas, define the child's development profile, this for a targeted therapeutic project. The observation must take into consideration the different ways in which the autistic child expresses his atypia in body dimension, but also in cognitive, linguistic, behavioural and emotional areas, in order to place the therapeutic intervention in the zone of proximal development just mentioned (Vygotskjy, 1934) . The literature has shown a variety of evaluation batteries that are more comprehensive for both core and additional domains (Ozonoff et al., 2005) . Some of these studies suggest a comprehensive evaluation in research and/or clinical practice (Huerta and Lord, 2012; Goldstein and Ozonoff, 2018; Guthrie et al., 2013; Ozonoff et al., 2005; Rogers, 1998; Volker and Lopata, 2008; Williams et al., 2009) , but there are still few research indicators on the importance of selecting specific diagnostic tools.
Along with traditional tools for the evaluation of autism (symptomatology and gravity as well as intellectual assessment), we propose to consider the evaluation of the empathic response, the understanding of mental states and the parental perception of these children, to better deepen the knowledge of other aspects to complement the direct clinical evaluation. Therefore, it is important to evaluate these aspects as part of an overall assessment. The aim of this paper is therefore to present a comprehensive assessment for children with ASD, also considering the variety of studies in support of the importance of evaluating each aspect of the disorder, giving the importance of seizing the many facets of its expression and the impact that an accurate evaluation may have for clinicians.
Methodology

Clinical setting
At the Institute of Ortofonologia (IdO) of Rome we base the diagnostic and therapeutic process on a developmental approach body mediated, centred on the relationship, which considers as integrated the cognitive and affective components (Bion, 1962 (Bion, , 1967 Freud, 1965; Winnicott, 1965a Winnicott, , b, 1971 Winnicott, , 1974 Winnicott, , 1989 Stern, 1985 Stern, , 2004 Alvarez, 2012) . The developmental, emotional regulation, relationship and body-based intervention (DERBBI) (Di Renzo et al., 2019) aims, in the first year of therapy, to favour the affective attunement between child and primary caregiver, to stimulate the process of imitation between peers and to help the child to integrate and process sensory perceptions so that body experiences can be transformed into emotional experience. During the second year of therapy the intervention is centred on the psychomotor/ communicative-relational area with the aim of improving the level of emotion regulation, of stimulating, supporting and expanding the motor initiative, towards the redefinition of a body schema. In the third year the intervention aims to improve linguistic, cognitive, behavioural, relational and playing skills, for the emotion regulation, the attention span, the child's motivation to relate with the outside world and personal autonomy. Finally, the fourth year the intervention aims to expand the prerequisites for school learning, continuing to reinforce verbal and non-verbal relational strategies. In this perspective the body mediated developmental approach takes into account all the components that come into play in development, to provide the tools necessary to tackle both the diagnostic and the therapeutic process.
Within this framework, at IdO in Rome we implemented the TULIP protocol (Di Renzo et al., 2016a) for a comprehensive assessment of the potentialities and predictors in children with ASD. In our model the diagnostic process of children with ASD is carried out by a group of experts with at least 10 years of experience in the field (psychologists, neuropsychiatrists, neurologists and other specialized figures) who deal with clinical and neuropsychological evaluation and the administration and interpretation of tests. The clinician responsible of the autism diagnosis service connects all the information obtained, draws up the final report and communicates them to the parents, giving appropriate therapeutic indications.
During the treatment, which lasts four years, three cognitive evaluations are performed (at the time of taking charge, two and four years after starting treatment), three assessments of autistic symptoms (at the time of taking charge, two and four years after starting treatment), an evaluation of the ability of understanding intentions and an evaluation of the emotional contagion (at the time of taking charge). The clinicians involved in the assessment process are not the same as those included in therapy and clinical intervention. Our evaluation at the IdO in Rome is therefore carried out in a comprehensive perspective and provides for an integrated protocol with specific tools for the various areas investigated, as indicated in Table I . Every year, we assess about 200 children with this comprehensive assessment.
Instruments
ADOS-2 -Autism diagnostic observation schedulesecond edition. The ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012a, b; Italian version, Colombi et al., 2013) is a semi-structured standardized assessment of communication, social interaction, play, and restricted and repetitive behaviours (RRBs). It presents various activities that elicit behaviours directly related to a diagnosis of ASD. In line with the DSM-5 (APA, 2013), the ADOS-2 algorithm considers two core clinical areas, such as social affection (SA) and RRBs and the total score is given by the sum these two SA + RRBs. The comparison score (CS) allows a standardized assessment of the evolution of autistic symptoms over time, for children of different ages and verbal skills. The ADOS-2 has good psychometric properties (Lord et al., 2012a, b) . They are characterised by high interrater and test-retest reliability, as well as high validity, confirming their usefulness in distinguishing individuals with ASD from other clinical groups (Mazefsky and Oswald, 2006) . The instrument is continually being developed to improve its diagnostic validity, with new standardized severity scores and revised algorithms recently added (Gotham et al., 2007 (Gotham et al., , 2009 Hus and Lord, 2014; Esler et al., 2015) . The interrater agreement between this ADOS version and ADI-R is 79 and 77 per cent with clinical diagnosis. As for discriminating between autism and other autistic disorders, the sensitivity was 90.4 per cent, and its specificity was 48.1 per cent in the German study (Bölte and Poustka, 2004) . Validity and reliability data for this tool are not yet available for the Italian population.
Leiter international performance scalerevised (Leiter-R). The Leiter-R (Roid and Miller, 2002;  Italian translation by Roid and Miller, 2002) is a reliable and valid measure of non-verbal cognitive, memory and attentional abilities, and is specifically developed for individuals with communication difficulties, hearing problems, or other types of disorders that involve language. The non-verbal cognitive abilities do not require the ability to perceive, manipulate, and reason with words and numbers, so the scale can be administered completely without the use of verbal language, including instructions, because it requires no verbal response from the subject tested. The Leiter-R subtests describe the fluid reasoning (FR) and the Intelligent Quotient (IQ) scores, and are calibrated according to the age of the child. The Leiter-R shows good psychometric properties: good validity data as emerged from the content analysis studies, supported by the data coming from a vast analysis, from the studies on the criterion validity, from the classification accuracy of intellectual disability, and from various studies related to the construct (Roid and Miller, 2002; Roid et al., 2003; Tsatsanis et al., 2003) .
Intention condition of behavioural enhancement procedures (UOI). The intention condition of behavioural enhancement procedures (Meltzoff, 1995; rev. by Di Renzo, 2007 ; Understanding Other's Intentions, UOI) evaluates the ability of the child to understand the intentions of the other. During the assessment the child observes how an experimenter tries to perform, without success, a target action (e.g. hands slipping off the sides of the dumbbell); the child has never seen the target action correctly concluded and neither the object. Three failed attempts to perform the action are shown by the examiner, then the object is left on the table in front of the child and is said "now it's your turn". The child should understand what the examiner intends to do and consequently perform the target action, not the failed action that the examiner actually did. The score 0 is assigned in case of child's inability to pay attention to the stimulus presented; stereotyped and/or sensory manipulation of the object; repetition of the failed attempt as seen by the examiner; approximation of the criterion action. The UOI is quick and easy to administer, requires a minimum amount of attention by the child and can also be used with children who show severe symptoms. Validity and reliability data for this measurement are not yet available.
Emotional contagion test (TCE). The TCE test (Di Renzo and Stinà, 2011) allows the evaluation of emotional contagion, from a quantitative and qualitative point of view, that is the presence or absence of affective attunement in the child, through the observation of his behavioural and emotional response in front of a structured stimulus (video). The child is presented with four video recordings in which a girl with typical development (TD) expresses, in a non-verbal way, four basic emotions: happiness, sadness, fear and anger. For each emotion presented, the observer signs on the coding protocol the absence or presence of expressive mimic reproductions corresponding to the emotional stimulus and the body and behavioural responses of the child. Each response is considered absent if the child does not reproduce the motor pattern of emotion and is evaluated with the score 0; it is considered present if the child reproduces the motor pattern of the emotion that can be evaluated with a score of 1, 2 or 3. The Italian normative sample (Di Renzo and Stinà, 2011) showed good psychometric characteristics for this instrument with very high ICC and highly significant concurrent validity.
Behaviour rating inventory of executive functionpreschool version (BRIEF-P). The BRIEF-P (Gioia et al., 2002) is a questionnaire composed of 63 distinct items that measure different aspects of executive functions in everyday environments, in preschool children from 2 years and 0 months to 5 years and 11 months. The BRIEF-P consists of five scales: Inhibit; Shift; Emotion control; Working memory; Plan/organise. The five clinical scales of BRIEF-P are combined to form three broad indexes, that is Inhibitory Self-Control/ISCI, Flexibility/FI, and Emergent Metacognition/EMI, one composite score/GEC and two validity scales (Inconsistency and Negativity). The scores correspond to the level of executive functioning of the child as indicated by the parents in the registration protocol. The psychometric characteristics of the instrument are good, since in its original version (Gioia et al., 2002) it has very high internal coherence coefficients, between 0.80 and 0.97, and a good convergent validity, which are confirmed in the Italian adaptation (Marano et al., 2014) where internal coherence coefficients emerge ranging from 0.76 to 0.96 as well as a very good convergent validity.
Short Sensory Profile. The Short Sensory Profile (SSP) (McIntosh et al., 1999) is a questionnaire derived from the Sensory Profile (Dunn, 1999) . The questionnaire can be completed in about 10 min by caregivers, it is composed of 38 items divided into domains corresponding to seven different areas, which allow us to detect how the child with ASD modulates sensory input through sensory systems and which behavioural and emotional responses are associated with sensory processing. The domains evaluated are tactile sensitivity, taste/smell sensitivity, movement sensitivity, underresponsive/seeks sensation, auditory filtering, low energy/weak and visual/ auditory sensitivity. The full version of the Sensory Profile has been standardized on 1,200 children; the short version that originates from it, has a reliability of 0.90 and a discriminating validity W 95 per cent in identifying children with and without sensory dysfunctions; it has an internal coherence of factors within the scale ranging from 0.70 to 0.90 (McIntosh et al., 1999) .
Repetitive behaviour scale-revised (RBS-R). The RBS-R questionnaire (Bodfish et al., 1999 (Bodfish et al., , 2000 captures the breadth of repetitive behaviours in children with ASD. It consists of 44 items, on a four-point Likert scale ranging from "absent behaviour" to "ever-present behaviour", where high scores are indicative of frequent dysfunctional behaviours, and six subscales including: stereotyped behaviour, self-injurious behaviour, compulsive behaviour, routine behaviour, sameness behaviour and restricted behaviour. Several studies have confirmed the six-factor structure of RBS-R Inada et al., 2012 Inada et al., , 2015 Lam and Aman, 2007; Mirenda et al., 2010) . Martínez-González et al. (2018) reported the internal coherence of RBS-R on different samples: between 0.78 and 0.91 on an American sample (Lam and Aman, 2007) ; above 0.72 on a Canadian sample (Mirenda et al., 2010) ; between 0.75 and 0.92 on a Greek sample ; and between 0.69 and 0.93 on Japanese samples (Inada et al., 2012 (Inada et al., , 2015 . Convergent validity has shown appropriate values (Inada et al., 2015) . The diagnostic accuracy in discriminating ASD from children with TD in the Italian version of RBS-R was high for global assessment score, moderate for total scale, stereotyped behaviour, routine behaviour, restricted behaviour and sameness behaviour, while was low for the Self-Injurious Behaviour and Compulsive Behaviour scales (Fulceri et al., 2016) .
Explanatory cases
Case 1. Giulio has 37 months at the first access to our Centre. He is an only child of parents married for 4 years, with a 41-year-old father working as a computer scientist, a 38-year-old mother who works as a bartender. The two parents bring the child to our centre on the advice of the teachers who report bizarre behaviours, isolation and lack of language after 2-3 months from his inclusion at school. In terms of clinical observation, the child shows a severe deficit of social-emotional reciprocity, absence of language and RRBs of moderate frequency and intensity.
The ADOS-2 evaluation, carried out with Pre-Verbal Module 1, which is specifically indicated for children without spontaneous expressive language, highlights a global score (SA + RRBs ¼ 28) which allows an ADOS-2 classification of Autism, and a CS (CS ¼ 10/10) which places the communicative and relational pattern observed at a severe symptomatic level for an ASD. In the area of SA (SA ¼ 20) a rare, poorly modulated in interactive regulation eye contact was observed, and deficient heterodirect spontaneous vocalizations. Moreover, a constant relational divergence emerges so defining a severe deficit of social-emotional reciprocity. Non-verbal communication is also lacking, with little investment in distal strategies and in the absence of the gesture of pointing. The ability to initiate and respond to shared attention sequences is absent. In the area of RRBs (RRBs ¼ 8), we observe constant motor stereotypes associated with flapping and diffused mannerisms in the presence of repetitive non-etherodirect vocalizations, anomalous postures with visual fixation and ocular winks indicative of atypical visual sensoriality. There are also tactile sensorial interests towards surfaces and repetitive interests towards non-functional parts of objects. The expressive language is absent. Sensorimotor agitation and motor stereotypies do not allow the use of objects according to organized and shared functional patterns. The emotional response at the TCE is absent, indicating that empathy process is not yet started. Cognitive level is not assessable due to severe attentional difficulties and stereotyped manipulation of the objects and materials proposed with sensory research conducts that also prevent the evaluation of mental states. The sensory profile qualifies as clinically relevant in all areas. The global BRIEF-P score is indicative of significant deficits in the area of executive functions as well as in the individual-specific indices that denote severe impairment in the ability to flexibly modulate emotional-behavioural responses through adequate inhibitory control as well as in the ability to start, plan and support a problem-solving aiming at a goal. The social-cognitive profile observed (Table II) can be ascribed to a severe ASD with an unqualified intellectual level and absence of verbal language. We therefore considered appropriate to start a therapeutic pathway centered, in this developmental phase, on bodily and psychomotor aspects, in order to favour emotional and attention regulation and sensory integration, to reduce RRBs and improve the level of social-adaptive and executive functioning.
Case 2. Jacopo is a 51-month-old boy, the eldest son of his mother and second son of his father. The mother is a 42-year-old engineer, the father is a soccer coach for children and is 43 years old. Parents report having had some signals from the teachers who were pressing for an assessment, but to have postponed it because they thought the linguistic difficulties would disappear over time. In deed, the mother was the one between the two who obstructed the evaluation for as long as possible, while the father, comparing Jacopo with the first son he had from his previous relationship, for a long time thought that there was something wrong. The child shows a mild deficit in socialemotional reciprocity as emerges from ADOS-2 evaluation carried out with Pre-Verbal Module 1, which is indicated for children with spontaneous expressive language limited to single words and simple combinations of words in sentences, in the absence of verbal fluency. At the current assessment the overall score, equal to 8, allows an ADOS-2 classification of Spectrum (at the lower limit), but not of Autism and the CS (CS ¼ 4/10) places the development profile observed at a level of mild symptomatic severity for an ASD. In the area of SA (SA ¼ 6) there was dysregulation of affective Parents report minor stereotyped behaviours with hands and fingers mannerisms and atypical visual sensory seek. No self-injurious behaviours or compulsive and/or routine behaviours. There are monotonous behaviours such as resistance to changes during activities, with difficulty in transitions, emotional dysregulation and agitation if interrupted. RRBs and interests are present and concern specific action schemes and play sequences that can become repetitive, but in any case can be modified. Such behaviours slightly interfere with daily activities states and difficulty in emotional adjustment as also confirmed by parents to RBS. In the area of SA (SA ¼ 6), dysregulation of affective states and difficulties in emotional adaptation were observed, as confirmed by parents to RRBs. The spontaneous expressive language appears to be emerging with simple communicative and relational phrases that are not always intelligible, with occasional verbal repetitiveness, but never frankly idiosyncratic. Eye contact appears fairly flexible with possible good sequences of visual triangulation. The social smile is clear and reactive in response to shared entertainment sequences despite the fact that the facial expressive range is hypo-changed and limited to emotional extremes also as a function of the present regulatory deficit. Co-verbal gestures are sometimes associated with verbalisations in reciprocal sequences, with indications not always coordinated with eye contact, but enriched with instrumental, descriptive and conventional methods. Joint attention can be raised both in terms of response and as a spontaneous start. There are RRBs (RRBs ¼ 2) such as mannerisms expressed by hand stiffening with slight overlapping of the fingers and sensory atypia of sporadic visual fixation. The use of objects includes functional and representative playful schemes, in the absence of symbolic substitutes. The empathy process is started, as shown by the response of emotional contagion to the TCE. The non-verbal cognitive level is in the lower-middle range with FR in deflection, compared to IQ, which indicates rigidity of mental strategies in inductive and deductive logical reasoning as also confirmed by the failure to resolve the false belief task. Discretely regulated are the attention capacities. The sensory profile is normal with mild atypia that involve the visual area, without being characterised as clinically relevant. The global BRIEF-P score is not indicative of significant deficits in the area of executive functions, however specific indexes require attention to the area of emotional regulation in the flexible modulation of emotional-behavioural responses through adequate inhibitory control. The social-cognitive profile observed (Table II) is attributable to an ASD of mild severity with a non-verbal medium-lower intellectual level and emergent language. We therefore considered appropriate to start an integrated psychomotor and speech therapy rehabilitation programme in order to improve emotional self-regulation skills, preparatory to executive functions and to the spontaneous relational and communicative initiative, and to stimulate and integrate the verbal and non-verbal competences. Another aim, in a more structured therapeutic context, was to promote the flexibility of cognitive and mental strategies and to stimulate the linguistic and practical skills of the child.
Conclusions
The need to specifically describe the atypical social-cognitive pattern in neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism responds to the clinical need to define the development profile as correctly as possible, especially in a historical moment when the revision of classification (DSM-5), the incidence found in recent years (data report of 1 case per 68 children), the complexity of the diagnostic framework and the debates on treatment and therapeutic efficacy, make fundamental a specific training that involves all the professional figures in an integrated and multi-specialist perspective in dealing with such a complex and delicate clinical area.
Our evaluation protocol for children with ASD aims to describe development and functioning profiles in the social-relational and communicative area (ADOS-2), in the cognitive functioning (Leiter-R), in the emotional (TCE) and mental area (UOI) as well as in RRBs (ADOS-2, SSP, RBS-R), with particular attention to that emotional and relational reciprocity that finds in shared play strategies a cross-sectional area to all criteria. The framework of reference is a developmental and body mediated approach, that we have called DERBBI, which facilitates communication up to the symbolic expression in the interaction with the other, especially if the diagnostic process allows identifying potentialities and positive prognostic indicators. This approach emphasises the importance of integrating a quantitative assessment of symptoms gravity to the qualitative observation of the social-cognitive and adaptive functioning of the child with ASD, so allowing the clinician to calibrate a specific therapeutic project centred on social-emotional reciprocity deficits, or rather on the absence or poor integration of communicative, verbal and body language behaviours, which occur in the early stages of development and significantly limit the ability to begin, regulate and modulate the relationship with the other.
The choice of measures to implement the TULIP evaluation protocol in our assessment protocol, as presented in this paper, depends on some fundamental observations. In the context of current research on autism, ADOS-2 is recognised as an instrument of choice in the evaluation and quantification of symptoms gravity (Lord et al., 2005) . With a view to integrate evaluation, therapy and research, we now regularly used it at the IdO to evaluate the longitudinal evolution of symptoms through re-tests during the years of treatment (Di Renzo et al., 2015; Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Petrillo, Donaera, Racinaro and Rea, 2016; . Our previous research (Di Renzo et al., 2016b) also demonstrated the clinical relevance at a longitudinal level of RRBs and above all their prognostic value, underlining their importance at a quantitative level in terms of frequency and intensity, in the various ADOS retests during the years of treatment. The results presented demonstrate the connection of these behaviours with the severity level and therapeutic efficacy of a body-mediated work on archaic processes, that prevent the functional and symbolic use of objects through a structuring of behaviours that limit communication and induce a stereotyped use of the body. We underline that, although the ability to use objects does not fall within the overall score, it is an area of absolute qualitative importance in the social-cognitive pattern observed in the evaluation of play through the ADOS-2 observation (Lord et al., 2012a, b) . Furthermore, the main change in the ADOS-2, represented by the introduction of the Toddler Module for children between 12 and 30 months of age, brings an important innovation that responds to the need of clinicians and researchers to have a standardized tool for early and pre-verbal age groups. A better knowledge of early symptoms and the possibility of identify a social-cognitive pattern in a "developmental risk" range rather than in a defined clinical framework, solves one of the weak points of the ADOS, which in these age groups risked to be hyper-inclusive and generate false positives. In such highly sensitive developmental stages, defining child's social-relational impairment in terms of risk highlights the importance of understanding the diagnosis as a dimensional process and at the same time recognises how early treatment can change child's developmental trajectory.
In terms of integration between clinical research and longitudinal studies on therapeutic efficacy, the validity and diagnostic sensitivity of ADOS-2 is increased by the comparison score, as an indicator of severity that allows to compare the general level of symptoms related to autistic spectrum of the child, with that shown by subjects diagnosed with ASD of the same age and level of linguistic ability. Also the Leiter-R is used in our comprehensive assessment for children with ASDs as it has shown, in longitudinal studies on the efficacy of developmental relationship body-based intervention, the predictive value of fluid reasoning both on the progressive improvement of IQ expression and the reduction of autistic symptomatology after four years of therapy (Di Renzo et al., 2015 , 2016b . These data support the hypothesis that a relationship-based approach allows cognitive improvement regardless of the severity of autism. Our recent researches indicate the importance and effectiveness of the first two years of this type of treatment, and how the continuation of the intervention in the following years not only guarantees the stability of cognitive abilities, but also avoids possible regressions in these areas of functioning. In order to search for potentialities, even if still inhibited and/or unexpressed, which give a reliable prognostic value on the evolution of autistic symptomatology, the skills of inductive and deductive reasoning represent a clinically relevant predictor, as an expression, independent from learning, of mental flexibility that in a disorder characterised by rigid and stereotyped thinking, represent an important expression of socialcognitive functioning. We have also argued that the study of empathic response may represent a further milestone in a comprehensive assessment of the autism spectrum. Authors of the last decade (Rizzolatti and Vozza, 2007; Iacoboni, 2008; Damasio, 2010; Rizzolatti and Fabbri-Destro, 2010; Damasio and Carvalho, 2013) indicate that in children with autism, in addition to difficulties in linguistic, social and relational area, there is an impairment of imitation processes.
Furthermore, the lack of imitative abilities can be traced in those altered imitative behaviours of the body that allow to give an experiential content to own and others' emotions, or the embodied simulation mechanisms (Gallese, 2006) . Identifying this type of emotional response that children with autism are able to do, which can also be defined as emotional contagion, makes it possible to shift the therapeutic focus from the reduction of behavioural symptoms to the promotion of emotional regulation skills. In this perspective the use of the UOI (Meltzoff, 1995 , revision Di Renzo, 2007 allows us to discriminate different levels of severity on the autistic spectrum. This instrument is quick and easy to administer, requires a minimum amount of attention by the child and can also be used in cases with severe symptoms. More importantly, the results of one of our studies with this tool confirmed that the presence of a high UOI, more than cognitive abilities, is a valid predictor of a positive evolution of autistic symptomatology, already after two years of treatment (Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Plescia, Racinaro, Petrillo and Rea, 2016) . In the same study on predictive indicators of improvement in ADOS scores in a group of 49 children with ASD, we highlighted the importance of investigating the emotional contagion, both in a quantity and quality sense. Significant data from our Italian sample (Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Plescia, Racinaro, Petrillo and Rea, 2016d) showed that children with "emergent" or "present" emotional contagion during the first assessment exhibited an improvement over time (assessed with ADOS) and maintained the level achieved as constant over time. In addition, the evaluation of executive functions may represent an important element in the definition of individual development profiles in children with ASD where social-cognitive deficits causes serious impairment of emotional and social-reciprocity areas, as well as of verbal and nonverbal communication, in the presence of RRBs (DSM-5, APA, 2013).
In view of the fact that cognitive processes included in the executive function domains are crucial for the development of children and for an effective adaptation to the environment in which they live, the early monitoring of these abilities can therefore be useful to identify children at risk of develop social problems and to plan psycho educational interventions adequate to favour the health and well-being of preschool children. Our data showed (Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Vanadia, Racinaro, Stracqualursi and Rea, 2016) that the Emergent Metacognition Index (EMI) of the BRIEF-P, expression of skills related to working memory and the ability to start, plan and support problem solving, correlates positively with RRBs and with the SA as assessed through the ADOS-2. This represents a confirmation of how much the metacognitive capacities are compromised in ASD and shows how the presence of mannerisms, stereotypes and sensory seeking behaviours are connected both to the flexibility of mental strategies and to communication and social responsiveness (Di Renzo et al., 2015; Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Vanadia, Racinaro, Stracqualursi and Rea, 2016) .
Finally, we dealt with sensory processing anomalies and repetitive/stereotyped behaviours, two characteristic aspects of ASD, as confirmed by the latest editions of DSM-5 (APA, 2013) and ADOS-2, respectively. As regards RBS, the results of our research work carried out at the IdO (Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Vanadia, Petrillo, Racinaro and Rea, 2017b) indicate that the most frequently dysfunctional sensory areas in children with ASD are the tactile sensitivity, the auditory filter, the under-responsive and the low energy; while among the repetitive behaviours those most present are the stereotyped ones. In particular, in a recent study (Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Vanadia, Petrillo, Racinaro and Rea, 2017b) we showed that children with greater impairment at ADOS-2 obtain a pathological profile in stereotyped, repetitive and restricted behaviours, and also in almost all sensory areas, with the exception of the taste/smell area; and that children with greater impairment at the RRBs subscale of the ADOS-2 obtain extremely compromised, pathological profiles in almost all sensory areas, except for the taste-smell area and in almost all the behaviours evaluated: in stereotyped, repetitive, self-injurious, compulsive and restricted behaviours (Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Vanadia, Petrillo, Racinaro and Rea, 2017b). Furthermore, the lower emotional response of children with autistic symptoms, or with greater impairment in the ability of SA, corresponds to a greater presence of RRBs, given that it supports the empathy imbalance hypothesis (Smith, 2009 ), for which the greater presence of such behaviours would testimony defensive attitudes. Therefore, the direct evaluation with ADOS-2 and the indirect evaluation with rating scales not only converge on the same profiles, but suggest the utility of keeping together ecological observations with more structured ones (Di Renzo, Bianchi di Castelbianco, Vanadia, Petrillo, Racinaro and Rea, 2017b).
To conclude, we underline the importance of estimating potentialities in children with ASD in prognostic terms, so meeting the criteria of the DSM-5 (APA, 2013), which invites to specify the symptomatic characteristics of the child referring to the concept of "autisms" rather than autistic disorder. As the two clinical cases we here presented show, defining a reliable development profile of the child (Di Renzo et al., 2015) at the time of the first assessment, allows to plan the intervention in a specific way, according to the needs and potentialities of the child. This includes the active collaboration among professionals, at a multi-disciplinary level, with all the figures involved in the same direction, always respecting the child and his developmental trajectory, thus ensuring over time a more harmonious and integrated development of social-cognitive abilities. The therapeutic and research work we experienced at IdO has shown that the model adopted is valid and repeatable and, as most of the studies cited state, confirms that autism is not unique and that the concept of autistic spectrum necessarily refers to the identification of profiles as individualised as possible. Starting from a comprehensive assessment of the development profile, the opportunity to define the therapeutic project calibrated for the specificity of the child responds to the need to consider the heterogeneity of the levels of social-cognitive functioning that we can find in autism. The monitoring of development trajectories during the therapeutic path defines on one hand the indicators of therapeutic efficacy and on the other it allows to integrate the clinical point of view with research, in the current enhancement of early diagnosis and identification of prognostic indicators.
These reflections open to further lines of research regarding the possibility of identifying predictors and indicators of the outcomes of the therapeutic approach, also through the annual retest of the areas investigated, in order to obtain short and long-term follow-up and to identify more specific development trajectories. This kind of follow-up should also be calibrated on the basis of the language levels reached and the social-relational use of verbal skills to verify the consolidation or otherwise the results achieved in different moments of development (2-5 years, 6-10 years and 11-16 years).
